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sinusoidal oscillations-of the so-called
Tollmin-Schlichting waves is also examined.
The results of this study reveal one of the
possible mechanisms for the influence of the
acoustic field on the transition.
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GDNERATIONANq)DE_iOP_T OF _[_J_L-_5_LFIIJI_DISTUP_k,YCES
h-NA LAMIXIRBOIINII_dlYLAYER LN THE PRESenCEOF AN ACOUSTIC
FIELD

Yu. S. Kachanov, V. V. Kozlov, V. Ya. Levchenko*

Researchers [I-6] have been considerably interested in the /18"*

effect of oscillations in an external flow on the transition of

a laminar flow into a turbulent one in a boundary layer. Interesting

experimental data were obtained as a result of the research; they

allowed the features of the process to be judged. In particular,

the important dependence of the transition characteristics on the

intensity and spectral composition of the applied acoustic field

was shown . However, the mechanism for the effect of acoustic per-

turbations on the transition process still remains unknown; the

available experimenta! materia! only allows us to advance definite

hypotheses (see, for example [5]). Their confirmation requires

further research.

This publication studied the effect of acoustic perturbations

on the initial stage of the transition, the stage of development

of small sinusoidal oscillations of the so-called Tollmin-Shlichting

waves. Inasmuch as in the boundary layer type flows, this initial

stage greatly determines the entire transition process, the

results of this study reveal one of the possible mechanisms for

the influence of the acoustic field on the transition.

Experiments were conducted in a subsonic low-turbulent closed

type T-324 wind tumnel [7] with cross-section oi"_ne workin_

section I m x I m and fl_ rates 3.5 m/sec < u < !0 m/sec. The

! degree of turbulence of the incident fl_ in this range of velocities
did not exceed 0.04%. Studies _;ere_ade of per_bations _ the

_=o_ 5__ !ay_er of a fiat p!ate_ade of organic glass, !300 zxm _c-_,

Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, of the Siberian
Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk

Numbers in right margin indicate pagination in original t_xt.
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2:132 mm from the working_side, and 8:132 mm from the opposite. The

plate was set at zero angle of attack An essentially gradient-

free flow was thus realized above its surface, in the same way as in

publication [8].

Longitudinal sound waves that propagate u_ards in the flow

were created with the help of 6GD.8.80 dynamic loudspeakers arranged

inside the deflector at a distance about 4 m from the plate downwards

on the f!ow. A sinusoidal signal of assigned frequency was fed to

the dynamic loudspeaker through the amplifier from a GZ-18 sound

signal generator. The intensity of the acoustic field in the free

flow above the plate was recorded by a microphone attached to the

coordinate spacer in a special deflector. The signal was fed from

the microphone to the PSI-202 noise gage outlet.

In the freq1_ency range studied in the experiments, nonuniformity

of the soun_ field within the measurement section was no more than

±l db.

I. In flows of the boundary layer type, the transition to

turbulence occurs because of the development of small perturbations,

and a large part of the zone for perturbation deve!opment is described

by the linear theory of hydrodynamic stability. It was natural /19

to assume that the destabilizing effect of the externa! flow

oscillations on the transition process observed in experiments [I-6]

is explained by the intensive growth of small-perturbations in the

oscillating boundary layer. The first stage of the experiments

therefore studied the _fect of sound perturbations of varying

frequency fso and amplitude Aso on the stability characteristics
of the laminar boundary layer on a flat plate.

Theoretical calculations unexpectedly showed that in the

region of frequencies of external flow oscillations that are com-

parable tothe frequencies of eigen oscillations in the stationary

boundary layer, the nonstationariness of the flow does not influence

the stability characteristics of the boundary layer with low_

amplitudes of the applied oscillations [9]. This conclusion also
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I required experimental verification.

lbe experiments were conducted according to a technique that

was similar to that employed in publication [8]. The vortex

sinusoidal p~r~urbations in the boundary layer (Tollmin-Shlichting

waves) were created by a vibrating belt. The development of the

perturbations was recorded using a wire sensor of a thermoanemome~er

type DISA 55DOO which moves freely along and transverse to the
boundary layer. The difference in the technique was the use of

a frequency analyzer FAT-l (with transmission width of the band

4 Hz) to measure the intensity of the harmonic perturbation and
increase the signal/noise ratio, and ChZ-22 frequency meter to
monitor the frequencies of the signals fed to the belt and the

dynamic loudspeaker.

When the frequency of the Tollmin-Shlichting wave (written

further asthe T-S wave for brevity) did not coincide with the
sound frequency f , its intensity was measured directly at theso
outlet of the frequency analyzer as in the abSEnce of a sound field.

When the frequencies of the sound wave and the T-S \olave (f=

f ) coincide, changes are difficult because it is necessary toso
separate the sinusoidal-time signals which vary in nature, but.are

similar in frequency. In this case, the common signal fed to the

outlet of the therrnoanemometer is formed, first, of a signal
linked to the vortex perturbation in the boundary layer (T-S wave)

which must be measured, second, of a signal induced directly by

sound perturbations for which the thermoanemomenter is also
sensitive, and third, of a signal caused by vibration in the

coordinate spacer which rests on the vibrating plate.

In order to separate these signals which are roughly equal

in the magnitudes, a special technique was used which used the

"fast" dependence of the phase of the first of these perturbations
onthe longitudinal coordinate x. Under experimental conditions,
the·T~S wavelength was A~ 20 rom. At a distance A/2, its /hase
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changed by 180°, while the phase and the ampi~tude of tne signal
associated with vibration of the coordinate spacer and the plate

remained approximately constant under experimental conditions. Yhe

same could be said of the phase and amplitude of the signal
directly assoc~ated with sound perturbations (sound wavelength

was no less than 2 m). As a result, the superposition of the
two sinusoidal signals of the second and third type yielded a

sinqsoidal signal b = Bcos(2TIfsot+¢) (t--time), whose amplitude B

~nd phase (2TIfsot+9) could also be considered to be independent of

x at distances _>../2. The coherence of all types of signals was
guaranteed by feeding voltage to the belt and the dynamic loudspeaker

from one generator.

Under these conditions, for the root-mean-square quantity e
l:

of the total signal taken from the outlet of the thermoaneraometer

and compiled of all three components, it is easy to obtain the

expression
2 B' A' (x)

eJ: = "'"2 +-2- +B . A (x) cos (q> - 2rtxf').).

(1)

where a=A(x)cos(2"fsot-2TIx/>..)--signal of the first type, i.e., /20

T-S wave (we examine the case of f=f so ). The dependence of A on

x reflects the increase or damping in the perturbation with move-

ment in the boundary layer on the longitudinal coordinate.

At point x = xo' where cos(¢ - 2TIx/>,,) = 1, we have

2 ( B A (xn) )2 . '( )emax = JI2' + JI2" 1.. e. emax = ef,eTS Xo , (2)

and at point x - x - x + >../2- 1 - 0

2 (B A(Xt ))2 • ef (x )e . = --= - ---=- .1.. e emin = -e:rs l' (3)min JI2 y2 .

where the designations ef and eTS(x) have been introduced for the
root-mean-square magnitudes of .perturbations b and a respectively,

and designations emax and emin for the maximum and minimum values

4
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eE(x). Subtracting (3) from (2), we obtain'

or

I! - c . 't.mere
)

rna:\: min < . < v
e'fS(x~ = . 2 ' Xo X: "1· (4)

P'

The right side of equation (4) gives us the root-mean-square

value of T - S wave intensity at a certain point x2 betwen points

Xo and xl· In the experiments, the middle of interval (xO' xl)
was taken as this point; it corresponds to linear interpolation

for the function eTS(x) at the given interval. Under experimental
conditions, this interpolation is justified by the slo\~ess of the

change in eTS(x).

When the thermoanemometer sensor moves do~wards over the

flow, curves eE(x) were obtained which are approximately described
by equation (1). A typical experimental ~urve eE(x) is presented

in figure 1. The values emax and emi~ that were found with the
help of interpolaticn in each period were substituted into (4).

Values were thus obtained for intensity of the T-S wave eTS(x)

at each period.

Movement of the sensor on the longitudinal x coordinate

during each cycle of change was made with constant value of voltage
E in the diagonal of the thermoanemometer bridge, i.e., along the

line which equals the average flow velocity, which under experimental

conditions corr.esponded to motion with constant dimensionless
transverse cocrdinate 1') = Ylllvx/ul;1J' ,where y--distance to surface

of the plate, while v--kinematic viscosity of air.

Using these measurements with fixed values of T-S wave

frequencies and sound, curves were constructed for increment.in the
T-S waves on the longitudinal x coordinate. The relationship

5
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Figure 1. Typical Curves for Change in
Root-Mean-Square Magnitude of
Summary Signal from Thermoanemometer
on Longitudinal Coordinate with
F=Fso=156 x 10-6 , u~=8.7 m/sec.

In(u' /u'n)=f(x) , where u'--root-mean-square magnitude of the vortex

mode of pertuxbation for the longitudinal velocity cowponent,

while u f n -- its value at a random initial point determined the
points on the neutral curve which were then plotted on a graph in
coordinates (F , Re6.)', where Re6" - O"u=>. --Reynolds number computed

v

from the thickness of displacement 0*. As in publication [8], the

measurements were made in the region of maximum perturbation u'=u' (n).

The experiments were conducted in a range of change in sound
signal frequency f so from 32 to 150 Hz. The frequency parameter

for the so~~ Fso = 2TIvfso/~2ro changed in 1imit~ from 100 x 10-6

to 600 x 10 ,and for the T-8 wave, F = 2~v£/u changed in limits
from lCO to 10-6 to 400 x 10~6. m

It is customary to characterize the condition of the oscillating

boundary layer by the parameter ~ ~ 2TIfsox/u
oo

= FsoRex(values ~ < 1

correspond to the quasistationary mode, 1 < ~ < 10--to the inter
mediate, and ~ > 10--to the high-frequency mode [6]). In these
experiments, the parameter ~ changed in limits from 7 to 200 with
F f Fso and from 11 to 40 for the case of F = Fso ·

The sound amplitude AdO changed in experiments in limits
from 82 to 110 db. This range of change in intensity of the sound
waves with flow rates from 3.5 to 10 m/sec corresponds to the range

6
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Key:
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of change in acoustic component for the degree of turbulence £so

from 0.006 to 0.3%. (Level Aso = 8Z db or £so = 0.006 - 0.0177.
corresponds to the background noise in the unit which is integrated

for all frequencies).

When the sound signal frequency differed from the wave frequency

T-S (F f Fso)' the effect of sound on the development of the T-S
wave could be observed directly when the sound \Vas turned on and

off. It was found that the T-S wave amplitude did not change in

this case, i.e., the sound field does not have an influence on the

development of these waves.

,.
I,.

The neutral points that were obtained when the sound field

frequencies and T-S waves were equal· (F = F ) for differentso:
values of sound intensity Aso are presented in fig. 2. Figure 3
presents the curve for~T~S wave increase with F = Fso = 120 x 10-6 .
Comparison with the results obtained when there is no sound, as
well as those illustrated in figures 2 and 3 show that even in

this case the effect of the sound field on the development of the

T-S wave is not observed.

7
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The results of the conducted experiments thus showed that in

the ranges of change in the parameters indicated above, the presence

of longitudinal sound waves (and plate vibrations ussociated with
them) does not have a noticeable effect on the characteristics of

laminar boundary layer stability. This corresponds to the con

clusions of the stability theory of an oscillating boundary layer
[9]. The strong influence of sound perturbations on the transition

observed experimentally [1-5], consequently, ·cannot be

explained by the change in the laws governing the development of

small perturbations.

2. The effect of the sound field on the transition to turbu

lence could occur either through its influence on the lmvs governing

the process of perturbation development and destrJction of the /22

laminar boundary layer, or through the effect on the level of

perturbation of the laminar boundary layer on its initial section.

The large role of the initial magnitude of eddy perturbations (T -5

waves) is shown in publication [10] and was noted by the authors of

this work. Because there is no effect of sound waves on the laws

governing the development of perturbations at the initial (linear)
stage, the authors focused further attention on the second aspect

of the question.

Experimental data [1, 3-5] indicate that destabilization of

the boundary layer under the influence of sound perturbations occurs

when the frequencies of the applied acoustic field are in the
range of unstable .eigen freqaencies of the stationary boundary

layer. Publication [3] has noted for this case the visual obser

vation of the waves in the boundary layer with frequencies that

equal the frequencies of the applied acoustic field. The presence

of induced waves in the boundary layer under -the influence of the

acoustic field, in addition to this work (see below), was observed
in studying the structure of flow near the transition made on the
samedevice as in this work, but using another technique [11]. How
ever, the mechanism for excitation of eddy waves because of the
significant difference in the applied· (sound) and induced (eddy)
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Curves for Increment in Eddy
Perturbations with F = 120 x 10- 6

Stationary flow
Flow with applied sound field, Fso = F,
A = 95 db, £ = 0.038%so so

vibrations remained obscure. The.appearance of these waves before

the transition ~ould be exp1ained, for example, by the stronger

increment in the natural T-S wave of the sound frequency under
the influence of the acoustic field on the linear and later stages

of development. However, if we do not speak of the nonlinear and

subsequent stages of development in the perturbations, one can

assume that excitation of vibrations by the acoustic field occurs

through an increase in their initial amplitude.

When a transverse sound field is applied in the region of the

front edge of the plate, generation of eddy perturbations was
found [4]. It was found that when:' a longitudinal sound field was

applied, there was also generation of perturbations because of

vibration in the model in ~ transverse direction.

The measurements made with the help of a standard VIP-2
vibration meter confirmed the presence of significant tire~-sinu

soidal transverse vibrations in the plate and generation of coherent
eddies on its nose even with low intensities of sound (about 85 db).
The frequency cf the vibrations and the eddies always coincided with
the sound wave frequency. This' observation prompted the authors

to study the mechanism for generation of perturbations and their

9
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development in the boundary layer.

Measurements of the magnitudes or plate vibrations noted that

the vibration meter sensor was sensitive to sound vibrations of

air, and it became necessary to separate the signal associatEd
with vibration of the surface, and the signal caused directly by
the sound. For this purpose,the magnitude of the latter signal
was measured separately by a sensor, isolated from the vibrating

surfaces. The effectiveness of the vibration insulation was

especially verified and was close to 100%.

The vibration amplitude essentially did not differ from the

velocity of the incident flow in the range from 0 ~ u~ ~ 10 m!sec,
but depended"significantly on the positior.. of the vibration sensor

on the plate. Only the relative amplitudes of vibration with

different values of intensity Aso and frequency f so of sound and
unaltered position of the sensor, referred: to the amplitude of

vibrations with certain fixed f so and Aso , figure in the further

results of changes. The absolute. value of the vibration amplitude

reached several microns.

The eddy waves that can be generated on the front edge of

the plate were studied according to the technique that is stated

above for the case of F = F . (but without a vibrating belt, whoseso .
role was played by the front edge). The wavelengths of these

perturbations and the rates of their propagation corresponded to

waves T - S. With weak vibrations of the plate, the amplitude
of these waves was low, and they were successfully observed only
in the region of the II branch of the curve of neutral stability

for the Blasius profile (after increment inside of the curve), but
with strong vibrations, they sould be easily recorded in the
entire studied range of change in the Reynolds numbers and the

frequency' 'parameters, including in the region of branch I.

For a more reliable identification of the induced vibration~

with waves T-S, profiles of perturbations were measured on the

10
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Profiles of Vortex Per
turbations Induced in a
Boundary Layer
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by plate vibration (F = F .b =
-6 Vl

200 x 10 , Reo .-r,.;5);

by vibrating belt (F = 200 x 10-6 ,
Reo = 600.

2.

3.

Key:
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transverse coordinate n. With frequency parameter F = Fso = 200

x 10-6 and Reynolds number Reo~620, this profile is presented in
fig. 4. Its comparison with the corresponding profile obtained
for the T ~ S wave generated with the help of a normal vibrating

belt in the absence of sound with Re o* = 600 indicates the

identity of the waves.

In order to separate the influence on generation of T - S

waves of· sound and vibrations, and to exclude the possibility of

generation of an intensive T - S wave from the eddy mode of
turbulence of the incident flow (which could increase when sound
is turned on [5]), the role of vibration of the plate in generating

these waves was studied separately. For this purpose, a vibrator

was attached to the plate. It is' an electric motor with out-of-



balance shaft. In the absence of sound, this vibrator made it
possible to produce ,sinusoidal vibration of the plate of roughly

the same amplitude as under the influence of a sound field.

It was found that even in this case, a normal T - S wave
develops in the boundary layer. The corresponding profile for

perturbation u ' = u ' (n) is presented in figur~ 4 for the case

where the amplitude of plate vibration assigned by the vibrator

was roughly 2~f0ld greater than its vibration in the sound field.

With the same amplitude of plate vibration and other conditions

equal, whe~ there is sound (without a vibrator) and there is no
sound (with vibrator), the intensities of tnese ...aves .,.....ere

essentially the same. This important fact indicates that the

T - S wave in the boundary layer does not develop under the

influence of sound perturbations directly, nor because of increase

inthe eddy mode of turbulence of the incident flow, but exclusively

because of plate vibration.

In order to reveal the role of the front edge in generating

perturbations, a study was made of the process of development of
ind~ced perturbations, when plate vibrati~n was induced by sound.

The neutral points that were obtained in this case essentially

coincid~ with the corresponding points that were obtained by the
method of vibrating belt both when there is a sound field (see

part 1) and when it is missing [8]. A measurement was also made

of the development of perturbation induced only by plate vibration
without a sound field, for the frequency parameter of vibration

Fvib = F = 156 x 10-6 . The resulting neutral point is illustrated

in figure 2 by a cross. The waves that are thus generated by the
vibrating front edge of the plate develop according to the same

laws as the T - S waves in a stationary boundary layer. The

findings also indicate the absence of distributed generation of
perturbations over the entir.e extent of the boundary layer, which
would inevitably result in a change in the nature of development

of perturbations and a displacement of the neutral points. Con-

12
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Figure 5.
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sequently, the only element which is responsible for excitation

of the T - S waves in the oscillating boundary layer is the front

edge of the plate which vibrates under the ir.fluence of sound waves.

Amplitudes of Vibrations and Waves
Generated by Them Depending on Intensity
of Sound "'~Lh L

SO
= 111.8 Hz

Plate vibration
Vibration of working part
Amplitude of generated Tollmin-Shlichting
wave with F = F = 200 x 10"':6, Re =6=0_so 0

Key:
1.
2.
3.
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With this nature of T - S wave development, the question of

the reasons for vibrations in the plate ana the conditions for
their development became very important. It was found that under
the influence of sound waves, not only the plate and the coordinate
spacer vibrate, but also the working part:of the wind tunnel,

as well as its other parts. The vibration intensity of the 'Working
part ftas ~oughly 2-3-fold l~Aer than the vibration intensity of

the plate. With fixed frequency of sound f so ' the dependence of
the vibration amplitude of the working part and the plate on the
sound intensity is presented in fig. 5. It also illustrates the

corresponding change in the T - S wave intensity u'/u~ generated
on the vibrating nose of the plate.
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It was noted during the experiments that the plate vibration

amplitude with fixed sound intensity has a strong dependence on

the frequency of the sound vibrations (see fig. 6), and this
dependence abounds with a large number of resonance peaks. Some /25
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Figure 6. Amplitude of-Plate Vibration
Depending on Dimensional Frequency
of Sound with Aso = 95 db.

of these peaks were observed on a similar graph for vibration of

the working part, and some (for example, the peak at f so = 118 Hz)

were even observed for other parts of the tunnel that were insulated
for vibration from the working parto The vibrations were sharply
intensified, probably when the sound frequency approached one of

the natural plate frequencies, or the working part, whose vibrations
were transferred to the plate. A possible reason for the appearance
of some of the "resonances" could be the development of standing
sound waves (in addition to traveling) in the channel of the
wind tunnel ...

The effect of dim~nsionalsourid~frequency on the intensity
of the T - S generated wave with fixed dimensionless frequency

-6parameters F = Fso = 200 x 10 ,Reynolds number R~.=~O
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and sotmd pressure A = 95 db is presented in fig. 7 (theso -
corresponding values of the acoustic crr.=ponent of the degree of

turbulence E
SO

are presented at tee bottCJ.:l of the sar::e fi.gure).

For ccmpa.rison, curves are illustrated here for the intensities

of plate vibrations and the ,"",,-orking part of the tu:-~e:!.. A distinct

Figure 7.

Key:
1.
2.
3.

k:::plitc.nes of Vibrati.c-~ c:::::L.G. 'o1'I~es

GSlera.ted by 'Th.E2 B'e~E:la7~g c::. ti:e
~~~si.c:!:Jaii F-:=e====-:,c:s of ~e Sc ~

~2 A = 0::; ,.=;-;.,_- so ., J '--"

plate TIbratio:l
tibraticn of "or~';TIg pa=t:
awplitude of generated Toll~j~-Salichting
ft'2.Ve ~""ith F = F = 200 x 10-b Re _~ :::-::=.so o~

correlation is visible between the vibration in the w;orking part

of the 'tt.::r.n-el" vibration of the plate and intensity of the induced /26

T - S wave, which again indicates that the vibrations are the

reason for- generation of the T - S wave.

These results can apparently explain the resonance nature of

the influence of sotmd perturbations on the position of the

15
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c' ~ans:i~on ob,ained in ~li.C2.ti(ES [2
7
5] _ S~,-,2g ';.,.-;c~E2C:OE i::: t:=.e

vibrati.on a=>1.itude of tile stre.:::::l1.ined Sl.-..t~2Ce nroD2bl,-;- occ--=red.
- J'

- ~..r::.- - - - - ~ • - - .-.
~or i:.O.e -"- .... equenc1..es f"n 2t Y2.e.i.~ espec:..2.!.l..Y sttc:1g ~Dr2nc-"--S7

exneriFents to studv the st2bilitv of tne le=-;nar ba-undar'v 12ver
- ~ -~ J .,

in relation to the generated T - S waves were repeated. No

features were found in this case 7 'Y7nile the neutral DOints 7 as

before 7 fell into the spread of points on the curve of neutral

stability of the stationary boundary layer.

The results that were obtained in this 'Work indic2te one of

the -possible <::.echanisws ror the effect of the 2coustic <=cc.e of

turbulence of the incident flo... (...'"±th 52211 nagnitude of the eddy

mode) created by outside sources of sound and the influence of
the -i'ibra~ions on ~he tr~'"1sitionc1" the 12.::iinar 'bo~d2.rY

layer into turbulent (see, for example, [12 7 13]).

CONCJ:US:rON

Sound waves ~tted along the flo-Q in the direction opposite

to the f:lmr result in i.--ibrations in the streC",] inea 2odel. i\eithe=

the plate vibrations nor the sound field itself have a noticeable

influence on the characteristics of stability of the lc:->;nar

boundary layer. All the influence of the sound field on the :w.ag

nitude of the eddv nerturbations in the l;:::-;;nar b(n;nda~ la~e=
J .... ~ J

(in the studied range of para!:!eters) is reduced to generation of

Tollnin-Shlichting waves by the front edge of the p12te _ Toe

stability of the l~nar'-boundary layer in relation to these

waves does not differ frOUl its stability in relationship to

the Tollmin-Shlichting waves generated by a normal belt.

The amplitude of plate vibrations rises .d.th an increase

in sound intensity and has a strong depende~ce on its frequency

which has a resonance nature in the region of certain frequ~cies.

Toget:her with the vibraL:ion euuplitude 7 there is a strong change

in the intensity of the generated Tollmin-Shlichting waves which

16
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is clearly correlated with it.

The authors are grateful to A. S. Ginevskiy and N. F. Polyakov

for discussing this problem.
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